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Concept

In times like this, we are all in need of physical space. All around the world people
are practicing social distancing, however they are in desperate need of changing
their environment and not just stay home.
Fashion is not the first thing that came to my mind when thinking about social
distancing however, when I actually came to think about it I realized that fashion
can be a great tool in order to allow for people to change their environments and
practice social distancing simultaneously. Fashion can help in terms of creating
space to keep people away from you, and it can be seen as a useful way to
mitigate close contact , which is what we all need for now and the upcoming future.
Looking at it historically, clothing was used to help people maintain their space,
which is really what inspired me. In the mid-19th century people were exposed to
voluminous skirts, bird masks, face masks, which all became trendy then.
Therefore I created different clothing products to stand as statements for social
distancing. So will it become the trend now?

Rethinking body extensions
When the earth crisis got much worse and each individual had to fend for
his/herself, self-isolating and single initiatives were the only means of survival. It
was more evident that the scale of impact has grown from the smallest point, us,
to the collective planet. Now the reverse has occurred, and the planet is enforcing
a different life on us. Our hope was in body extensions that salvaged the last
traces of nature that we tampered with greatly. To each individual his/her means
of survival, to each body its extensions.

According to the World Health organization, experts agree that these four factors
will probably increase the risk of one catching a virus or an infection.
• How close you get
• How long you are near the person
• How much you touch your face
Therefore my designs will tackle these 3 main issues of social distancing

For these drawings I started
thinking about extensions
that we can place on our
heads in order to avoid
people coming close to us.
One can see that both
headpieces are exaggerated
in width; that way people
will not close and the
person wearing it will not be
able to touch his/her face.
We all know that a big
reason why we get these
viruses due to our constant
contact of our hands to our
face

On the left, we can see a
gesture of a round circle
around the waist. The
diameter of this circle would
be 1.8, which is the accurate
distance for a person to
avoid catching a virus or
disease.

.
On the right, we can see a
head piece that extends as a
dress with radial rings
gradually getting bigger in
diameter as it goes down.
This would also apply the
same method of keeping
people away within a certain
distance.

This extension would act as
a “shield” to protect the
person from getting in
contact with anyone directly.
It acts as an umbrella that
one can carry around while
walking, however it has a
transparent layer that goes
down till above the feet to
cover the person. At the
same time enable him/her
to walk around freely in
order to change
environments.

This is a body extension that
is wearable like a front and
back pack. It consists of
spikes that extend from the
chest/stomach and from the
back. It looks like a
dangerous animal and by
enforcing the spikes, they
will keep people from
getting in contact with the
person wearing it.

A breath of fresh air. Air is medicine. However, through years of past carelessness,
we have worsened the street level air quality until it has become highly polluted.
This body extension is a microdevice that allows an individual in the city to walk
around while inhaling air that is clean and unpolluted. The design of this fashion
piece consists of a mask, connected to a tube that is held by a helium balloon that
carries the tube up to a very high unpolluted level. The balloon pulls up the tube
high enough to allow the individual to breathe in clean air. The mask that one wears
is adjustable according to neck width and can be removed and placed back simply.
The mask allows clean air flow from the tube inside the mouth. As one moves
around the city, one is able to control the balloon by pulling it down in all easiness.
You can now enjoy a breath of fresh air with a trendy look.

This extension of the collar is a device that insures
the freedom of walking in public while preventing
direct physical interaction among people. It protects
the person through the spread of a 2 meter
diameter and guarantees the suppression of the
spread any sort of virus. The proximity of this
acetate collar to the face also helps with preventing
the individual from touching their face, considering
the main reason behind catching a virus is
transferring it from the hand to the vulnerable face.
It also covers the face up until the nose level, that
way when the individual coughs or sneeze, viruses
produced by them won’t infect surfaces or others
around. This collar, therefore, will act as a physical
barrier against oneself and the outside. When
needed to compress the size of this collar, the
magnets on opposite sides attach and deform it to
make it slimmer. This sleek collar is padded with a
velvet cushion to offer comfort

Lets talk more fashion

Butterfly wings that
enforce the idea of
distance due to their
width. They are
designed in a way
were the width of the
wing does not allow
people to come closer
to the person wearing
it.

A head piece that acts like a veil
in order to cover up the
persons face completely yet
allow her to see through from
the transparency of it. covering
up the entire face would reduce
the chances of someone
touching the face and for direct
contact with viruses and
diseases

Changing the previous body extensions to
fashion, I designed this exaggerated hat
that gives the person wearing it space away
from other people. That way no one can
get too close and there will not be the risk
of the person catching the virus.
Inspired by Tony Wards choice of colors
(spring colors) I felt like this color could
work regardless of the season. The material
of the hat would be made somehow like a
straw hat

Inspired by Victoria's Secret angels,
the wings would be used as a very
great tool to avoid close contact with
other people. Not only do they look
nice and enforce a statement but
they also function well in terms of
social distancing.

This is a two way dress. First way to wear this dress is to put on the dress
first and then the cage around it, that way the cage will be visible and
would stand out as a statement. The second way you can wear this dress is
if you put on the cage first and then put the dress on top, so instead of
making the cage visible , you will make the dress itself visible and it will
look exaggerated from the cage. Additionally the dress can either be
strapless or it can continue the logic of a tied back dress that goes around
the neck
Inspired by Tony Ward use of material and color.

This dress is designed to look like a ballerina however, just like
the other dresses, the with of it is exaggerated to keep people
away from the person wearing it. Minimalistic yet functional.
Additionally, it comes with gloves that are of the same color in
order to keep the hands of the person wearing it hygienic.

This dress is designed to look very futuristic. One can see that
the cage language is still there in order to prevent people to
come close to the person wearing it. additionally we can see
the top part of the dress extends to the side and is
exaggerated to reinforce the idea of social distancing and
private space. . It is a bit transparent therefore legs the legs will
show through. It also includes a corset in order to emphasize
the sides .

This dress is a fluffy dress that
has a wide width. It highlights
the idea of personal space and
social distancing. People will not
be able to get close to the
person wearing it. Additionally,
It comes with an exaggerated
fancy hat that can also highlight
the same message.
Inspired by Tony Ward use of
materials and colors.

This is a ruffle dress that is inspired by Tony
Ward style of ruffles. I was also inspired by
the materials and the bright colors used in
his new collection therefore I tried following
the same language. It is a strapless dress
and the rules start from the chest in a very
exaugurated manner. The width of the top
of the dress is wider than the bottom. The
width reinforces the idea of social
distancing and also doesn’t allow the user
to touch her face to avoid contact of any
diseases and viruses

You can now practice social distancing with a trendy look.

